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CATCH OF THE DAY: Contract (to reduce in size like All-Lies in Wonder-Land). 

To take out a "Contract" on someone (to have them Killed).

Contracts in LORE (fictitious ones) are dealt with at a Court (like a Food Court) but
a Court is also a Caught or a "Catch" and in a Caught of Lore the Catch of the Day

is the Soul (Fish).

Court also means to "Pay Homage" (as in to court someone) so it is a place of
worship where "His Wor-Ship" Judges the Catch of the Day in the Dock.

The Food that is being offered as the Catch in the "Food Caught Dock" is the Soul
that was brought in on the line of a Hook called a "Legal Name" that was dangled
into the Holey Sea/See and got a bite or was maybe even forcefully brought to the
Dock which means they used a "Drag Net" and dragged you there as they thought

they had Court a Sole/Soul.

In a Caught of Lore they speak Legalese (the language of the insensible) and
where "His Wor-Ship" brings down a Hammer to the Head of the Caught (Catch)

and enforce the "Contract" (the Kill).

Legalese is also the language of the "contract" (those who are reduced in size and
contracted like Babies) and could also be called "Babble On" as they Babble On

about complete nonsense like a ba-bee does.

The Monetary system of those who have been contracted (killed) is Debt (death)
and is called "Credit Current-Sea". Credit means Cred-it (give it some cred) or in

other words "belief". A "belief" is a Faith and all Current-Sea is an IO (greek for Sun)
U. Faith is a religion and this religion has a Church called a Court/Caught where the

Catch of the Day is the Soul. The Church of All Souls.

Therefore, Caughts of Lore only enforce contracts to kill on those who have been
caught by the Straw Man Legal Name "Hook Line and Sinker" and voluntarily hand

themselves over as Homage to the Judge where the Straw is used to syphon off
"Energy/Inner Chi" of the Living.

Caughts of Lore are therefore operating entirely in Fraud as they engage in
Genocide and Involuntary Servitude (Slavery) against Humanity but only to those
who are offering themselves as the "Catch of the Day" in a "Contract" that has a

"Catch" and the "Catch" in this "Contract" is the "Legal Name".


